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- This discussion of country western dance concentrates on the areas of history, music, and 

style of country western dance. It gives an overall view of country western dance as a social 

dance form. It illustrates the vast history of influences from the ballrooms of Europe to the 

American cowboys of the west; musical influences from the fiddle to today's techno-country; 

stylistic variation from immigrant to competition rules. Examples are given of existing dances, 

as well as two dances created from personal knowledge of country western dance. Ending the 

discussion is a personal journal talking about experiences with country western dance and the 

creation of the last two dances in the manual. In total, this is an exploration into what country 

western dance is. 
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What is country western dance? Is it ballroom? Is it folk? Not exactly. It is a social 

dance. It is a new dance form when compared with ballroom or folk, but it is very real. It has 

such popularity because it can be done by just about anyone, and done on leisure time. People 

are looking for an outlet, and country western dance offers that because it is fun and free moving. 

The only rules are those in competition, and rules won't ever bother the general public that goes 

out just to have fun. Country western dance is real and here to stay. 

So where does country western dance come from? On the most basic level, it is a blend 

of everything all American. It blends folk dancing - round dance and square dance, with black 

influences - jazz, tap, jitterbug, and swings, and also mixes white influences -line dancing, jigs, 

reels, shuffle, schottische, hoedown and ballroom. Just as America is a great melting pot, 

country western dance is a great melting pot. Country dance has roots in "ancient tribal rituals, 

taverns of Scotland and Ireland, country sides of England, ballrooms of Europe, and Czarist 

palaces of Russia" (Matthews, 109). Western dance has two main sources: New England 

Quadrilles and the Kentucky Running Set (Shaw, Cowboy. 26). In addition, the Mexicans 

contributed something in the way of steps, and some figures were borrowed from old European 

folk dances. 

So what do all these dances mean? A little further description is in order. There were 

four distinct types of dances in the old American dance program. These dances were the square 

dance, the longways dance, the round dance, and the circle dance (Shaw, Cowboy, 123). Square 

dances developed and became popular in 1812, but squares or quadrilles had been around since 

1650 (Matthews, 109). Square dances were made up of four couples, one couple on each side of 

an imaginary square (Shaw, Cowboy, 56). Square dances are lead by a "caller", and usually 
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accompanied by a fiddler. The longways or contra line dances were done in a long row of 

couples, each dancer standing across from his or her partner (Gunzenhauser, 1). Round dances 

were "couple dances, the couples free moving over the floor as in modem ballroom dances" 

(Shaw, 70). Examples of theses dances are the polka, the schottische, and the waltz. It used to 

be that the round dances were usually a one-step, fox-trot, or some modem dance (Shaw, 

Cowboy, 70). Today, the round dances are mini-choreographed partner dances. The dances are 

cued, meaning that the next step is called out before you do it. The circle dances were done in a 

circle with as many couples as wanted to join. An example of this type of dance is a mixer, 

where one gets a new partner for every repetition ofthe dance sequence (Gunzenhauser, 17). 

"Early solo dancing was composed of 'jigging', fancy footwork that included clogging, 

shuffling, leaping, and heel kicking borrowed from Irish jigs, European dances and black 

influence" (Casey, 139). Ballroom influence refined the steps. Ballroom had the benefit of 

starting in a studio or structured classes, and was well established as a dance form. Out of the 

1930's came the swing, partly a type of music and partly a label for a period in history (Shepherd, 

161). Black band leaders married improvisation and swing of New Orleans jazz to the sound of a 

big band. People looked for a way to take their minds off the depression that occurred, and 

swing was part of the result. "Type of dance is greatly influenced by culture, custom and mores 

of an area and age lived in" (Leisner, 15). Because of such a vast heritage, "no tum or move is 

unique to country western dance. Without the influences of ballroom ,disco, various swings, 

round dances, etc., there would be no country western dance as we know it today" (Waite, C., 

"Ballroom", 43). 

Many of the above dances were established long before anyone came to America. With 
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- the movement to the New World, the dances lost their style due to people moving to various 

parts of the country and blending with a variety of backgrounds. The vast number of immigrants 

brought their own dances, and variations developed. Country dance was subject to regional 

variation, and that tendency is still around today (Leisner, 16). As time went on, and country 

dance moved west with the gold hunters in 1849, dance steps were less defined (Matthews, 190). 

Dance steps and forms were lost because the people out west did not have the benefit of dances 

being written down. People learned by imitation. For example, the waltz traditionally is danced 

in a step-step-c1ose, 3 beat rhythm. It was said to be unrecognizable by 1850, when it made its 

journey west (Massey, 112). "As people headed west, the concept of dance was retained, but 

manner of execution became more abrupt, less graceful, and punctuated by loud yells, vulgar 

talk, and gun shots" (Bowen, "History",112). People out west were more concerned with having 

fun and not with precise performance. 

-

The people out west had their influence on country western dance, particularly the 

cowboy. The American cowboy image is one of courage, guts, and a strong moral code (Leisner, 

21). True cowboys were around from 1865 to 1890 (Matthews, 109). They worked long days on 

the ranch, and were not able to keep up with the structure, discipline, and practice required of the 

formal dances in existence. They developed the shuffle, because it took less effort to do, and 

they were tired from their long days anyway. Characteristic of the cowboy was his boots and his 

hat. Another basic accessory would be belts and belt buckles. Today, if one goes into any 

country western bar or dance hall, you will still see this attire. Much of this is out of imitation 

and respect for what the cowboy stood for out west. 

Country western dance seeks simplicity and independence, just as the cowboy did when 
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deciding to move out west. With country western dance being truly American, it would only 

follow to mirror something that is truly American, the cowboy. 

To illustrate a progression through time of a dance, here is the history of the two-step. 

The two-step started out as a waltz (Bowen, "Two-Step", 44). Lloyd Shaw, in The Round 

Dance Book, traces the history of the two-step to four parts. The original waltz was called 

"Waltz-A-Deux-Temp" or "Waltz-A-Deux-Pas" meaning a waltz oftwo times or steps (Shaw, 

Round, 299). The step pattern, according to Shaw, was a step-dose-step done in 2/4 time. The 

true waltz is a step-step-dose done in 3/4 time. The latter is considered smooth and flowing. 

The two-step is considered jerky and wrong, and was referred to as the "Ignoramus Waltz". 

Shaw traces another part of the two-step to the redowa, "first appearing as the Polka

Redowa, with a slight variation in hop or leap of the regular polka, and then branches into two 

streams ... one the standard waltz of today and the other became the two step" (Shaw, Round, 

300). The final beginnings ofthe two-step are the Galop and Gallopade. "In its earliest form it 

was a simple and playful sort of sliding across the room to music in 2/4 time, with one foot 

always leading and the other following with a quick dose" (Shaw, Round, 300). These are like a 

series of chasses done as a step-dose-step. 

Today, the two-step resembles the fox-trot. The basic step in the fox-trot is the magic 

step, developed by Harry Fox. The step rhythm to the fox-trot is slow-slow-quick-quick. This 

series of steps are done over six counts of music taking two long (slow) steps forward and two 

relaxed, quick steps to the side. The country western two step is done with the same rhythm, 

often with the steps starting with the quick steps and then the slows. The steps are all done 

moving forward for the men, backward for the women, in a progression counterdockwise 
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around the floor. With the change in country western music, four weight changes over six beats 

became easier than the original three weight changes to two beats of music (Gallette, 112). 

Country western dance today started in local bars and honky tonks in the 60's and 70's. 

Before 1983, line dancing was non-existent on the floor (Waite, C., "Couples", 45). Only 

couples dances, like the two-step were being done. Country western dance did not have to 

benefit on skilled instructors in a studio setting to make the steps uniform and defined like 

ballroom. This makes country western dance subject to regional variations, but the basic steps 

are still the same, but called or titled differently. 

A big part of any dance scene is the music that goes with it. One answer to the question 

of what is country western dance is any dance done to country western music. Then what is 

country western music? To follow with the history of the steps, the fiddle is considered the King 

of folk and country dance (Matthews, 109). The fiddler became the creator of the dance and 

would "call" the steps. This allowed for easy participation because people no longer needed to 

memorize the next step. This appealed to those who didn't have time to practice, like the 

cowboy. These calls were passed from generation to generation, and, just like the steps, 

variations of the original calls were bound to happen. 

Today, according to country western dance competition rules, competitors are to dance to 

country music or songs by a country artist (Perry, 21). "Country music songs deal with feelings 

and relationships between people. Western music deals with objects or animals" (Perry, 21). 

There are three categories in country music and one developing. Traditional oldies are those that 

use a steel guitar and banjo. NewN oung country utilizes old as well as new instruments. 

Positive country has a positive message, comparable to Christen music. The developing area of 
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country is Techno-country, using heavy dance beats and electronic effects. These styles of music 

affect the body movements while the lyrics set the mood (Waite, D., "Style", 72). The way 

music makes you feel is part of the draw music and possible dancing to it. 

Another aspect of dance is style. There is some difference of opinion over whether or not 

country western dance has its own dance style. Due to its history and borrowing from 

established dance forms, there is a question of being able to say one step is country and one is not 

(Waite, "Ballroom Revisited", 26). Country is adaptable, and if there is a step that someone 

likes, they can probably find a way to incorporate it into country western dance. Some argue that 

the fact that moves, turns, and amalgamations can be adapted to country western dance is part of 

its styling. By definition, style is the way people do things. Dennis Waite defines style as "the 

ability to capture that atmosphere through creative selection of dance movements" (Waite, 

"Style", 72). However, there is not one style of country western dance. Style and execution are 

subject to regional variation. Also, considering all the different people that create dances, as well 

as their background in dance, the dances will be created with different influences. If someone 

has a background in ballroom, there will be more of a ballroom influence. If someone has a 

background in jazz, there might be more isolated movements. Some instructors may not be able 

to understand every step in a dance. These instructors might translate the step into something 

they "think" it is, thus making a variation. Each person can only learn what they are taught or 

see. 

An example of styling specific to line dancing is hand position. Hands should usually be 

touching somewhere at the waist area, either on the buckle, in pockets, or on hips or even clasped 

behind (Friedl, 234). There are various way to dance with a partner as well. For example, the 
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two step starts off in closed position (man and woman facing) but can go to a side-by-side with 

various turns and such. One thing that is the same for partner dances is that line of dance, or the 

direction in which you move, is counterclockwise around the floor. The best way to get a feel for 

style, if it even exist, is to try it. 

"The country western dance community is presently being threatened by divisive ideas 

about 'true' country western styling" (Waite, "Style", 17). Who will be the judge to say what is 

right or wrong? Competition rules and video tapes of the winners have done a good deal to 

homogenize the country western dance world. Only in competition is there any type of specific 

style. The reason is country western competition, as with any competition, there are rules. These 

rules are there to allow judgement of who is the best. Ballroom has its own style because ofthis 

restriction on form as well. Remember though, part of country western dance as a social dance is 

adaptation and accommodation. Those who compete probably do want to know what is right and 

wrong, but those who are only in it as a hobby are more concerned with having fun. Part of the 

draw to country western dance is the spontaneity, energy and good time that doing your own 

thing brings you. 

Today, there are five areas of country western dance (Eden). These categories are mixers, 

line dances, couple's dances, partner dances, and competition. Mixers involves dancing with a 

different partner with every repetition of the dance. Line dances involve actual line dances that 

face one, two or four walls, contra line dances, and circle line dances. Line dances have 

everyone facing the same way when you start the dance and throughout the dance. Contra line 

dances are those dances where two lines are formed facing each other. Circle line dances 

consider facing the center of the circle as a wall. The three other walls would be facing Line of 
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Dance, facing out from the circle, and reverse Line of Dance. People are still doing the steps in 

the order like a line dance, but they are now in a circle. 

The difference between couple's dances and partner dances is that partner dances are 

choreographed. Couple dances have the basic steps with variations occurring if the couples wish 

to do them. Couple's dances are free to do whatever they wish without restriction on form. The 

last category is competition, where rules apply and determine who is the best. These rules must 

give country western dance a specific style. Otherwise, there would be no way to judge. 

So what is country western dance? Knowing its history, music, and influences, can 

people draw a conclusion? Country western dance is an experience. It is American. It is a 

blend of things that were, and things that are to come. It is a living thing that grows and changes. 

It is enjoyed by many, from the casual to the fanatic. Country western dance is a developing 

social dance form with a special attitude. People can participate in country western dance with 

knowledge of some basics steps and a little practice. Not many other dances can claim that. 

That is part of the draw to this social dance form ... just about anyone can do it if he or she tries. It 

is here, and it is going to stay. 
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REBEL STRUT 
(A.K.A. Sixteen Step Polka) 

This dance is a partner dance, but can be done without a partner. Go to the outer edge of 
the dance floor and face line of dance (counterclockwise). Suggested music: Dance by Twister 
Alley or Sold by John Michael Montgomery. Choreographer: Unknown to author. 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 

9 
10 
11 
12 

13 
14 

15 
16 

17 
& 
18 

19 
& 

Steps Description 
Right Heel Hook 
Touch right heel forward 
Cross right foot in front of left shin (i.e. hook right across left) 
Touch right heel forward 
Step right foot next to left foot 

Heel & Toe Touches 
Touch left heel forward 
Step left foot next to right foot and shift weight to the left foot 
Touch right heel behind 
Step right foot next to left foot and shift weight to right foot 

Heel Touch and Stomp-Ups 
Touch left heel forward 
Step left foot next to right foot 
Stomp right foot next to left foot 
Stomp right foot next to left foot 

Break Turns 
Step right foot forward 
Pivot on right foot Y2 tum to the left (ccw) (keeping left foot in place) then step 
onto the left foot (now in front of you after the tum) 
Step right foot forward 
Pivot on right foot Y:z tum to the left (ccw) (keeping left foot in place) then step 
onto the left foot (now in front of you after the tum) 

Shufjle Steps 
Step forward with the right foot, then quickly (within the same count) 
Step left foot next to right foot 
Step right foot forward 
(Explanation: These steps, when spoken to countsibeats should sound like "One
And-Two". The number being the beat of the music which you are on. The steps 
are "Step-Close-Step". You are to step on a whole number and close on the half 
beat) 
Step forward with the left foot, then quickly (within the same count) 
Step right foot next to left foot continued .. 
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Count 
20 
21-24 

Steps 
Step forward with the left foot 
Repeat counts 17-20 
Start dance over with right heel hook 

The Sixteen Step Polka with a partner: 
The position in which you hold your partner is as follow: 
The man and woman should basically be side-by-side, with the man on the inside, lady on the 
outside, both facing line of dance. Join left hands, lady's left arm is extended in front of man. 
Join right hands, man's right hand coming around lady's right shoulder. The steps are the same. 
The time to change hand positions will be after the two stomp-ups and before the break turn. At 
this time, drop right hands, and raise left hands (still joined, but held loosely to allow turning). 
Do this while you are taking your first right step forward in the break tum. As you pivot around, 
the man will go under the "bridge" created by the arms. Keeping hands raised for the second 
break tum, the woman will go under the "bridge". After completion of the turns, and going into 
the shuffle steps, adjust hands back to the original position at the beginning of the dance. 
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ELECTRIC SLIDE 

This is a four wall line dance, meaning you will tum to face each wall at some point in the dance. 
This dance is actually called The Freeze, but the general public knows it as the Electric Slide. 
When mentioning the Electric Slide, people do the following dance, so I will accommodate and 
tell you the steps that the public knows. Suggested songs: Hillbilly Rap by Neil McCoy or Fast 
As You by Dwight Yoakam. Choreographer: Unknown to author. 

Count 

1 
2 

3 
4 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 
10 
11 
12 

13 
14 
15 
16 

17 
18 

Steps Description 
Right Vine 
Step right foot to the right 
Step left foot to the right, behind and slightly beyond right foot (legs are crossed 
with left leg behind right leg) 
Step right foot to the right 
Touch left foot next to right foot 

Left Vine . 
Step left foot to the left 
Step right foot to the left, behind and slightly beyond the left foot (legs are 
crossed with right leg behind left leg) 
Step left foot to the left 
Touch right foot next to left foot 

Right Vine Back 
Step right foot backward 
Step left foot backward 
Step right foot backward 
Touch left foot next to right foot 

Step Touch 
Step left foot forward 
Touch right foot next to left foot 
Step right foot backward 
Touch left foot next to right foot 

Step-Turn 
Step forward with left foot 
Bring right knee up and around to cause a 1/4 tum to the left (ccw) 
Repeat from beginning bringing right foot down to the right as the first step in the 
right vine 
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,-, THE TWO-STEP 

This is a couple's dance. The dance is done around the outside of the dance floor moving 
counterclockwise. Suggested songs: Brand New Man by Brooks and Dunn or Trashy Women by 
Confederate Railroad. 

Holding your partner: 
The man should face line of dance. The woman should face the man so her back should face line 
of dance. The man should move forward, while the woman moves backward. The easiest way to 
get into the proper position is for both person's to hold arms out to the side. Join man's left hand 
and lady's right hand while extended out to the side. Man's right hand should rest on women's 
left shoulder. Woman's left hand should rest on man's right elbow or arm. There should be 
some space between you and your partner to allow ease of movement. 

1 
2 
3-4 
5-6 

1 
2 
3-4 
5-6 

Steps Description 
Man 
Starting with the left foot, take a small, quick step forward 
Take a small, quick step forward with the right foot 
Take a longer, slow step forward with the left foot 
Take a long, slow step forward with the right 
Repeat steps in a Quick-Quick-Slow-Slow rhythm 

Woman 
Starting with the right foot, take a small, quick step backward 
Take a small, quick step backward with the left foot 
Take a longer, slow step backward with the right foot 
Take a long, slow step backward with the left foot 
Repeat steps in a Quick-Quick-Slow-Slow rhythm 

About this dance: This dance was actually called the Texas Two-Step. It had a southwestern 
style of a dip in the steps. Because of ballroom influence, the dip was taken out, and became 
more flowing. Now, it is known as the Two-Step. Also because of ballroom, instead of dancing 
in the position that I have described above, the "closed position" from ballroom is used often. 
This closed position allow for easier turns and variations. The closed position involves the 
man's right arm not resting on lady's shoulder, but placed around her, with the palm on the 
center ofthe back. The woman's left hand should rest on man's shoulder. 
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FOOT BOOGIE 

This is a contra line dance, meaning you will be in a line, and facing another line. Make sure you 
are lined up so that you are in between the persons across from you. You are going to be passing 
through that spot, so make sure you have room. Suggested songs: Baby Likes To Rock It by The 
Tractors, or Kiss Me In The Car by John Berry. Choreographer: Unknown to author. 

Count 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 

9 
10 
11 
12 

13 
14 
15 
16 

17 
18 
19 
20 

21 
22 
23 
24 

Steps Description 
Right Fans 
Turn right toes out 
Bring right toes back in 
Tum right toes out 
Bring right toes back in 

Left Fans 
Tum left toes out 
Bring left toes back in 
Tum left toes out 
Being left toes back in 

Right Toe & Heel Swivels 
Tum right toes out 
Tum right heel out, keeping right toes in place 
Bring right heel back in, keeping right toes in place 
Bring right toes back in 

Left Toe & Heel Swivels 
Turn left toes out 
Turn left heel out, keeping left toes in place 
Bring left heel back in, keeping left toes in place 
Bring left toes back in 

Toes & Heels Swivels 
Tum both toes out 
Tum both heels out, pivoting on toes 
Bring both heels back in, pivoting on toes 
Bring both toes back in 

Step-Slide-Step-Hitch 
Step forward with right foot 
Slide left foot forward behind right foot 
Step right foot forward 
Bring left knee up and hop on right foot 
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25 
26 
27 
28 

29 
30 
31 
32 

Steps Description 
(You should be passing through the line in front of you as you move forward) 

Step-Slide-Step-Turn 
Step left foot forward 
Slide right foot forward behind left foot 
Step left foot forward 
Bring right knee up and around, pivoting on the left foot Yz tum to the left (ccw) 

Walk fOrward. Jump 
Step right foot forward 
Step left foot forward 
Step right foot forward 
Jump onto both feet 
Repeat dance 
(There should be one long line now, each person facing the opposite direction as 
the person beside him or her. When you move again with the step-slide-step, you 
will end up back in two lines again) 
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THE BARN DANCE 

This is a mixer. Every person will dance with someone new after each repetition ofthe dance. 
Historically, this dance is a Canadian dance that used to be done as a town hall dance. It is a 
great way to get to know the people around you. Suggested song: Wild, Wild West by The 
Escape Club. Choreographer: Unknown to author. 

Holding YOU partner: This dance is done in a circle around the dance floor. The man's back 
should be toward the center of the circle. The woman should be on the outside of the circle 
facing the man. Men should hold hands out, palms up, elbows bent. Women should hold men's 
hands, palms down. This is called conversation position. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Steps Description 
NOTE: Man's step described. Woman does opposite footwork 
Side-To gether-Side-Touch 
Step left foot to the left 
Step right foot next to left foot 
Step left foot to the left 
Touch right foot next to left foot 
Step right foot to the right 
Step left foot next to right foot 
Step right foot to the right 
Touch left foot next to right foot 

Side-Together-Side-Touch With Turn 
MAN: 

9 Drop right hand and raise left arm (still holding lady's right hand). Step left foot 
to the left 

10 Step right foot next to left foot (tum lady cw under the "bridge" you created with 
arms up) 

11 Step left foot to the left (lady still turning) 
12 Touch right foot next to left foot (bring joined hands down slightly) 

WOMAN: 
9-11 Tum a full tum to the right (cw), under man's left arm with 3 steps: right, left, 

right 
12 Touch left foot beside right foot 

13 
14 
15 
16 

Side-Together-Side-Touch With Turn 
MAN: 
Step right foot to the right while turning lady back under left aml (ccw) 
Step left foot next to right foot 
Step right foot to the right 
Touch left foot next to right foot and do a 114 tum to the left continued .. 
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Count SteDs DescriDtion 
(drop hands that are joined and hold lady's left hand with right hand- face line of 
dance) 
WOMAN: 

13-15 Tum 3/4 tum to the left (ccw), under Man's left arm with 3 steps: left, right, left 
16 Touch left foot beside right foot (drop hands that are joined and hold man's left 

hand with right hand -face line of dance) 

SteD-Hitch 
17 Step left foot forward 
18 Bring right knee forward and hop on left foot (hitch right foot) 
19 Step right foot forward 
20 Bring left knee forward and hop on right foot (hitch left foot) 
21-24 Repeat counts 17-20 

Left Vine. Clap 
25 Step left foot to the left 
26 Step right foot to the left, behind and slightly beyond left foot 
27 Step left foot to the left 
28 Touch right foot beside left foot and clap hands 

29 
30 
31 
32 

Right Vine. Clap 
Step right foot to the right 
Step left foot to the right, behind and slightly beyond left foot 
Step right foot to the right 
T ouch left foot beside right foot and clap hands 
(End with new partner, Man moves forward (ccw) to a new Woman, Woman 
moves forward (cw) to a new Man 
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LA WRY SHUFFLE 

This is a four wall line dance. Suggested song: "Fear of Being Alone" by Reba McEntire. 
Choreographer: Donna Lawry 

1 
2 

3 
4 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 

& 
10 
11 
& 
12 

Steps Description 
Right Vine 
Step right foot to the right 
Step left foot to the right, behind and slightly beyond the right foot (legs are 
crossed with left leg behind right leg) 
Step right foot to the right 
Touch left foot beside right foot 

Left Vine 
Step left foot to the left 
Step right foot to the left, behind and slightly beyond the left foot (legs are 
crossed with right leg behind left leg) 
Step left foot to the left 
Touch right foot next to left foot 

Shufjle Steps 
Small step forward with the right foot and begin 12 turn to the left (ccw), then 
quickly (within the same count while turning slowly) 
Small step around with left foot stepping next to the right foot 
Small step in place with the right foot 
Small step backward with the left foot, then quickly (within the same count) 
Step right foot next to left foot 
Small step backward with the left foot (complete 12 turn) 

Heel-Toe Touches 
13 Touch right heel forward 
14 Touch right toe next to left foot 
15 Touch right heel forward 
16 Touch right toe next to left foot 

17 

& 
18 
19 
& 
20 

Shufjle Steps 
Small step backward with the right foot and begin 12 turn to the right, then quickly 
(within the same count while turning slowly) 
Small step around with left foot stepping next to the right foot 
Small step in place with the right foot 
Small step forward with the left foot, then quickly (within the same count) 
Step right foot next to left foot 
Small step forward with the left foot (complete 12 tum) continued .. 
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Count Steps Description 
Heel Touches-Turn 
Touch right heel forward 21 

22 
23 
24 

Quickly hop onto right foot and touch left heel forward 
Quickly hop onto left foot and touch right heel forward 
Pivot on left foot and right heel 114 tum to the left 

Hip Bumps 
25 Bump right hip forward 
26 Bump right hip forward 
27 Bump left hip backward 
28 Bump left hip backward 
29-30 Circle hips around 
31-32 Circle hips around 

Repeat dance 
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DCLWHIRL 

This is a four wall line dance. Suggested song: "Emotional Girl" by Terry Clark. 
Choreographer: Donna Lawry. 

1 
2 
3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 

9 
10 
11 
12 

13 
14 

15 
16 

17 
18 
19 
20 

21 
22 

23 
24 

Steps Description 
Right Vine 
Step right foot to the right 
Step left foot to the right, behind and slightly beyond the right foot 
Step right foot to the right 
Touch left foot next to right foot 

Left Vine 
Step left foot to the left 
Step right foot to the left, behind and slightly beyond the left foot 
Step left foot to the left 
Touch left foot next to right foot 

Hip Bumps 
Bump right hip forward 
Bump right hip forward 
Bump left hip backward 
Bump left hip backward 

Break Turn. Stomps 
Step right foot forward 
Pivot on right foot while turning 'l2 turn to the left (ccw) and step onto left foot 
(Now in front of you after the tum) 
Stomp right foot next to left foot 
Stomp left foot in place 

Pigeon Toe. Double Fan 
Spread heels apart, keeping weight on toes 
Bring heels back together 
Spread toes apart, keeping weight on heels 
Bring toes back together 

Break Turn. Stomps 
Step right foot forward 
Pivot on right foot while turning 'l2 turn to the left (ccw) and step onto left foot 
(now in front of you after the turn) 
Stomp right foot next to left foot 
Stomp left foot in place continued. .. 
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25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

31 
32 

Steps Description 
Star-Hook-Turn 
Touch right toe forward 
Touch right toe to the right side 
Touch right toe behind 
Touch right toe to the right 
Hook right foot behind left calf 
Pivot on left foot 1/4 tum to the left (ccw) with right foot still hooked behind left 

Step-Clap 
Bring right foot down to right side 
Clap hands 
Repeat dance 
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The Reba McEntire song I suggest with the "Lawry Shuffle" is what gave me the idea to 

create a dance, and then a manual. I was listening to the song on the radio when I began to form 

this dance in my head. It has gone through a few changes since I first thought of the dance. I 

wanted to make the transitions easy and fun. I wanted to be able to remember the dance easily so 

others could remember it as well. I also wanted it to show many of the basic steps that are in 

country western dance. The shuffle step is very common, and is very close to, but not exactly the 

same as, a number of steps by other names: the cha-cha-cha step, the coaster step, and the triple 

step. Each of these steps has the rhythm "One-And-Two". My purpose in creating a simple 

dance and exposing you to dances that already exist, is not only to get you familiar with the 

steps, but the language and fun. Country western dance can be done by most anyone. Knowing a 

few common steps will help you learn faster. I also hope that this manual will get you out on the 

floor to try these dances. That is really the best place to learn, by watching others. Country 

western dancers are among some of the friendliest people. Each person has been in the position 

of a beginner, and are willing to help those who are just starting out. 

In total dance hours and experience, I am very new to country western dance. I ask 

myself "Why do I think the dances that I created are country western?" The beauty of country 

western dance is that if anyone gets out on a dance floor and dances to a country western song, 

no matter what they do, it could be considered country. Country western dance is so adaptable 

and incorporates so many other forms of dance. But beyond that fact, many of the steps that are 

in my dances are also in many of the country western line dances today. They are common steps 

that I think anyone with general knowledge about country western dance should know of or 

should learn in their first exposure to country western dance. 
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- I remember my first line dance that I ever learned a line dance. It was the Electric Slide. 

I had been in drama, chorus, and high school plays, so I picked the steps up rather quickly. I 

learned it from a friend, but I had not been in a country western atmosphere. I was at home. 

My first country western experience came when I visited a local place that offered a 

chance to dance to people of all ages. I went with a group of friends. I didn't know the dances, 

but the key was to find a spot on the floor around people who did know, and I watched. I messed 

up ... quite often, but those around me would tell me what the next step was and what direction to 

go. One lady took my friends and me to a back room that was a dance studio and taught us the 

next dance that was going to occur. She knew we were new, so she just offered to teach us. My 

friends and I stayed there about five hours. We had such a good time, and from then on, we were 

all hooked. 

Since then, I have visited two other country western establishments in my area. The 

people are always friendly, and each of the places continues my learning experience. The dance 

halls teach the latest dances, either as lesson you can pay for or come when the doors are open 

and learn. I have also taken a country western dance class under Ya'akov Eden. In that class, I 

became interested in the history of the dance steps. He recommended that I take a beginning 

social dance class in order to help me with the history of the steps. I remember being taught a 

dance and thinking that the steps were so fun, that I wanted to incorporate them into a dance of 

my own. Many of those steps are more complicated, so I would not want to put them in a 

manual for people just starting out. Besides that, I don't know if! could describe them well 

enough. It is something that you just have to see. 

Actually going to a country western establishment will give you an idea of variations. 
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- The people in each place are different, with a common bond- love of country western dance. It is 

very remarkable to see who does what with each dance, and how the variations give dances life 

and character. 
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